
In 1964, the New York World’s Fair introduced consumers to the future of modern technology: 
mainframe computers, telephone modems, NASA’s lunar excursion model … and the Ford Motor 
Company’s Mustang. When Henry Ford II unveiled the Mustang to the masses, he had no idea that 
he was creating a new genre of motor vehicles – dubbed the “pony car” – nor that the Mustang would 
become an instant classic and the automaker’s most successful product launch since the Model A. 

Five product generations later, today’s Mustang owners are still seen as cool, hip trendsetters. One of 
Detroit’s top creative agencies, Latcha+Associates, was tasked with creating a brochure for the 2014 
Mustang to be available in dealerships across the nation. How could its designers instill a Mustang 
owner’s feelings of excitement, freedom and speed into a sales brochure? The answer was Digimarc® 
Discover, and its cutting edge watermarking capabilities. 

“ We were looking 
for the Wow! factor, 
and we found it 
with Digimarc.”
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Digimarc® Discover Revs Up the 2014 
Ford Mustang Brochure
Mustang Shoppers Make Fast Transition from Print 
to the Boundless Digital World



Today’s mobile-enabled consumers are more empowered than ever, providing agencies ripe opportunities 
to use digital watermarks across their client’s media – including print ads, catalogs, retail signage, 
product packaging, radio spots, television commercials and in-store audio – to engage target consumers. 
Digimarc Discover offers the platform agencies need to assign these “digital identities” and facilitate 
deeper engagement and brand loyalty among today’s mobile-enabled consumer. 

Burning Rubber from Print-to-Digital

Latcha+Associates founder David Latcha is a technology geek. Always looking for the Next Big Thing, 
he was intrigued with the endless possibilities of how digital watermarking could take readers from a 
printed page to digital content. He thought this was just the technology he needed to rev up the new 
Mustang sales campaign. For example, instead of only seeing the iconic photo image of a smoking tire, 
Latcha could bring it to life for Mustang brochure readers through an embedded link to an exciting video.

“Taking one of the new Ford Mustangs for a test drive is exhilarating,” Latcha explained. “By incorporating 
Digimarc’s digital watermarks into the brochure, we could bring drivers closer to this live action experience. 
A quick scan with a smartphone gives readers the ability to virtually test drive the car and have other 
first-person experiences long after they’ve left the dealership.”

Latcha had already made the connection between smartphones and Mustang owners; it’s almost a 1:1 
ratio. He thought that if owners and potential buyers would download the free Digimarc Discover app to 
their mobile device, they could then use their smartphone cameras to scan watermarked content to view 
videos, “build and price” and more. Best of all, the imperceptible digital watermarks would not interrupt 
the visual flow of the print material.
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“ By incorporating 
Digimarc’s digital 
watermarks into 
the brochure, we 
could bring drivers 
closer to a live action 
experience, giving 
readers the ability 
to virtually test drive 
the car and have 
other first-person 
experiences long 
after they’ve left 
the dealership.”

Instead of only seeing the iconic photo image of a smoking tire, Latcha could bring it to life for Mustang brochure 
readers through an embedded link to an exciting video. Scan the above brochure spread with the Digimarc Discover 
app (          /      ) to experience for yourself!
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The Wow! Factor

With mobile devices in hand, Digimarc Discover lets consumers use their smartphones to scan 
watermarked images of Mustangs in the 2014 brochure to view available colors and trim, compare 
models and check dealer inventory in their areas. Readers are offered intriguing engagement at every 
page turn, placing them in the driver’s seat for a speed trial around a racetrack or a 360° interior tour. 
Best of all, a large portion of the additional content comes from material Latcha and Ford generated for 
other purposes, such as social media.

“We were looking for the Wow! factor, and we found it with Digimarc,” said Lisa Chapman, president 
of Latcha+Associates. “Everyone loves to soak in a great photo of a Mustang, but watching a two-
dimension photo come alive? That’s a whole new level of emotional connection. And so far, Ford is the 
only U.S. automaker to use this type of technology to inspire its audiences.”

Latcha added that, thanks to Digimarc, the Ford Mustang brochure concept is the only one in the 
industry that offers dealers the opportunity to tailor the content with location maps, hours of operation 
and more. “Since the brochure is available through Ford’s 3,300 licensed dealers, it made sense to 
offer them the opportunity to tailor the concept to their markets.”

“ Everyone loves 
to soak in a great 
photo of a Mustang, 
but watching a 
two-dimension 
photo come alive? 
That’s a whole new 
level of emotional 
connection.”

Going from Static to Interactive

In order to educate current and potential Mustang owners on the availability of digital experiences tied 
to the brochure, Ford offered videos via YouTube and information via social media. Still, as part of the 
learning curve, Latcha+Associates needed to tweak the initial instructions offered to readers.

“Test samples showed that some readers were confused by the app set up and instructions we provided 
at the start of the brochure,” Latcha said. “We solved the problem by editing the instructions into three 
simple steps that have clearer calls-to-action.”

Digimarc Discover lets consumers use their smartphones to scan watermarked images of Mustangs in the 2014 brochure to 
view available colors and trim, compare models and check dealer inventory in their areas. Scan the above left brochure page 
with the Digimarc Discover app (          /      ) to experience for yourself!
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Lessons Learned

Make it easy: Latcha+Associates knew early on that the initial instructions it wrote for using 
Digimarc Discover watermarks were not simple enough for the average Mustang customer.  
The information was distilled into three simple steps with clearer calls-to-action.

Digital watermarking has many yet-untapped uses: Although the 2014 Mustang brochure 
showcases how easily digital information can be incorporated into print, Latcha thinks that there 
are many more uses for the technology across Ford and other clients. 

New technology + print = coolness: Ford wanted a brochure for the 2014 Mustang that reflected 
the reasons the brand appeals to its audiences. Adding new technology (in this case, Digimarc 
Discover) to the print pages delivered the coolness factor while firmly underscoring the Mustang’s 
innovation hallmark.  
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Get Started Today!

There are no long-term contracts or high 
prices to negotiate. We’ve created the 
Digimarc Discover ID Manager to be easy, 
affordable and accessible. It takes minutes 
to set up an account and begin creating 
many new and exciting experiences from 
print and audio. Engage your readers and 
customers by giving them an entirely new 
way to experience your brand and take 
immediate action on your products or 
services. Mobile is exciting, measurable 
and it’s with us 24/7.  

Visit www.digimarc.com/manager  
to get started.

Latcha added that, from an implementation standpoint, using Digimarc Discover was easy and 
seamless. What’s more, the agency now has all the required tools they need to connect the offline 
world of print and audio with the online world using Digimarc’s popular mobile engagement 
technology – for all its clients. “It’s the edge we need to attract new clients, exceed existing client 
expectations and differentiate our business from the competition.”

Speaking with Ford, the Latcha team has been able to determine that these brochures are having a 
positive impact on sales. Digimarc metrics have also confirmed what experiences are most popular 
and how long people are engaging with different pages. “Early response from customers and dealers 
is extremely encouraging,” he said. “In fact, the demand for our brochures is growing nationwide 
making the metrics beneficial to know what readers have been most attracted to. This will inform the 
experiences we connect users to in future brochures.”

Pleased with the 2014 Mustang brochure, the automaker has already issued five more interactive 
booklets for the Ford Escape, Explorer, Fiesta, Flex and Focus. Three additional brochures for 2014 
vehicle launches are also on the way.

The advertising and direct marketing industries have also taken note of Latcha’s design innovation 
as well. Latcha+Associates’ vision for the Mustang brochure was selected as one of two 2013 DMA 
Innovation Awards finalists. 

The Latcha team has been able to determine that these brochures are having a positive impact on sales. Digimarc 
metrics have also confirmed what experiences are most popular and how long people are engaging with different pages.


